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Proudest Professional Moment So Far: Getting accepted into graduate school and beginning

my career as a mental health therapist

My favorite Early College memory…

…The talent shows!!! I always enjoyed the day of the
formals. There would be a fun, relaxed day at school that
ended with an amazing talent show. Then followed up by
throwing the formal that night.

The most important thing I learned while at Early

College was…

…Take advantage of opportunities that are given to you!!!
You have the chance to work hard and get an associates
degree for free!! And that will jump start your bachelor's
degree if you choose to go in that direction.

My advice for those who want to enter my career

field…

Take advantage of all of the opportunities presented to

you. It is better to have more than enough education

and connections than not enough. Shadow and explore

as many different career fields as possible to make sure

you find the right fit. Take your time and make sure you

explore all of your career and educational options.

Jobs, internships, and experiences I am proud of…

… Last year I decided I would like to get my Masters and
after much research, I found a school that fit all of the
requirements and wants of mine. As part of my degree, I must
get 900 hours of interning under my belt. I’ve been interning
at KVC for about 7 months now. Day in and day out, I get to
behave as a clinician would, observing and practicing mental
health therapy for kids alongside a supervisor's help. In
August 2019, I started my last year of interning and began my
clinical year of classes. In April, I will take a very important
test to become officially licensed!

How ECHS prepared me for my college and career...

...Starting college classes at a young age gave me insight on

what to expect when I left ECHS. Interacting with other college

students and having serious professors to answer questions

helped me prepare for the rigorous expectations from other

colleges and universities.


